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重建區參訪行程-高雄路線（5 月 5 日）
Reconstruction Visit – Kaohsiung Route, May 5, 2012
時間
Time

活動內容
Content

08:30

【集合】國賓飯店出發→高雄杉林大愛園區
【Assemblage】Ambassador Hotel→ Shanlin Da-Ai Permanent Housing
Community
【Heading to Da-Ai Permanent Housing Community 】

09:30
|
10:30

【參訪】慈濟基金會援建大愛園區
【Visit】Tzu Chi Foundation - Da-Ai Permanent Housing Community
【Heading to Yonglin Organic Farm】

10:40
｜
13:00

【參訪】永齡基金會援建永齡有機農業園區、中華民國紅十字會援建日光
小林社區，並於當地享用有機餐。
【Visit】Yonglin Foundation - Yonglin Organic Farm,
Red Cross R.O.C.-Sunlight Xiaolin Permanent Housing Community
【Luncheon】Organic food
【Heading to Wulipu Permanent Housing Community 】

14:00
｜
14:40

【參訪】中華民國紅十字會援建五里埔永久屋 1 基地
【Visit】Red Cross R.O.C. - Wulipu Xiaolin Permanent Housing Community
`【Heading to Xiaolin Village Memorial Park 】

14:50
|
15:30

【參訪】小林村紀念公園
【Visit】Xiaolin Village Memorial Park
【Heading to Xiaolin Pinpu Cultural Area 】

15:40
|

【參訪】小林平埔文化園區
【Visit】Xiaolin Pinpu Cultural Area

16:20
【Heading to Zuoying Station(THSR), or Ambassador Hotel】
17:30
or
17:50

【賦歸】高鐵左營站
【Return】Zuoying Station(THSR)
or
【賦歸】國賓飯店
【Return】Ambassador Hotel
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重建區參訪行程-屏東路線（5 月 5 日）
Reconstruction Visit – Pingtung Route, May 5, 2012
時間
Time
08:30

活動內容
Content
【集合】國賓飯店出發→屏東縣瑪家鄉禮納里部落
【 Assemblage 】 Ambassador Hotel→ Rinari Permanent Housing
Community
【Heading to Rinari Community 】

09:30
|
10:30

【參訪】台灣世界展望會援建禮納里永久屋
【Visit】World Vision Taiwan-Rinari Permanent Housing Community
【Heading to Taiwan Indigenous People Culture Park 】

10:40
｜
11:40

【參訪】台灣原住民族文化園區
【Visit】Taiwan Indigenous People Culture Park
【Heading to Dragonfly Beads Restaurant 】

11:50
｜
13:30

【午餐】蜻蜓雅築餐廳享用原住民風味餐與參觀原住民工藝品
【Luncheon】Dragonfly Beads Restaurant with Indigenous Flavor Meal
and Handicrafts
【Heading to Changzhi Baihe Permanent Housing Community】

14:00
|
14:40

【參訪】慈濟基金會、中華民國紅十字會、基督長老教會等單位援
建長治百合園區永久屋
【 Visit 】 Tzu Chi Foundation 、 Red Cross R.O.C. and Taiwan
Presbyterian Church-Changzhi Baihe Permanent Housing
Community
【Heading to Wulaluzi Permanent Housing Community 】

15:10
|
16:30

【參訪】中華民國紅十字會援建吾拉魯茲永久屋，明基友達援建泰
武國小
【Visit】Red Cross R.O.C.-Wulaluzi Permanent Housing Community,
BenQ Foundation - Taiwu Elementary School
【Heading to Zuoying Station(THSR), or Ambassador Hotel】

【賦歸】高鐵左營站
【Return】Zuoying Station(THSR)
or
or
17:50 【賦歸】國賓飯店
【Return】Ambassador Hotel
17:30
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Route of Reconstruction
Area Visitation

Kaohsiung Route

Pingtung Route

Southern Part of Taiwan
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Shanlin Da-Ai Community

The Layout of Shanlin Da-Ai community

Permanent

housing site at Yeu-mei Farm with 1,006 households is
comprised of 59.3 hectares and located on the Yue-mei section in Shanlin
District, Kaohsiung City . Most of the land is owned by the Taiwan Sugar
Corporation, and was claimed and held responsible by the Tzu Chi
Foundation to help settle down mudslide-stricken populace of Taoyuan,
Namasia, Maolin, Jiashian, Liouguei, Shanlin and Chishan Districts. Tzu
Chi Foundation began the application process of land-claiming on 7
September, 2009 and was granted construction permits by the
government on 29 October in the same year. The short period of 52 days
to acquire construction permits, in comparison with the normal cycle of
2-3 years any major development project is required for, fully
demonstrates the simplified bureaucratic procedures aiming at increased
efficiency to provide timely help to those in need. 756 units of
permanent housing have been completed in the first phase, and 250 unites
more, has been completed on 2 Oct, 2011.

Shanlin

Da Ai Community took into consideration the spiritual,
livelihood, learning, employment, cultural and religious needs, employing
an overall planning scheme that included facilities such as churches,
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activity center (for childcare, elderly care, community events, and
spiritual health), training studios, parking lot and a service center for
life-reconstruction, commissioned by the Ministry of the Interior (MOI).
A Shanlin Da-Ai Community Management Committee has been
established to allow residents self-administer community-related affairs
and jointly participate in the reconstruction process for homeland.

Regarding

employment services, in addition to the handcraft program
offered by the training studios to the residents, the government also made
efforts in matching job opportunities provided by the nearby Yonglin
Organic Farm with human resource available in the Shanlin Da-Ai
Community.

In

terms of preservation and promotion of indigenous cultures, the
government offers subsidies to indigenous residents to embellish housing
exterior based on their traditional characteristics, and to build an
indigenous cultural plaza to meet the tribal’s needs.

Tzu Chi Foundation also supported in establishing Ming-tzu elementary
school in the Community, the school completed in January 2012, in hopes
of making available a diversified learning.
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Residents of Da-Ai Community learn skills in studio, pray in the new
church , hold traditional wedding, and children play in front of yard.
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Yonglin Organic Far m

Operation
Center

Logistics Area

Farming Area
The Layout of Yonglin organic farm

Yonglin

Organic Farm is situated in the Shanlin District in Kaohsiung
City and next to the Da Ai permanent housing site. The land was
originally owned by the Taiwan Sugar Corporation, and was “on lease
“by the government of 63 hectares to meet the needs of those requiring
settlement after the Morakot Typhoon struck Taiwan. Yonglin Organic
Farm was designed by the Yonglin Foundation under the Foxconn Group,
with the pioneer BOPT (built-operate-profit-transfer) model: Yonglin
Foundation took charge of initial planning, construction, personnel
training, production operations, and product sales (guaranteed sales or
purchase by Foxconn‘s associated enterprises). As soon as the farm’s
operation is in full swing and begin to generate profits, and that the
residents are able to be self-reliant, Yonglin Foundation will then provide
guidance in assisting residents to establish farmer economic organizations,
and later transfer the farm to the government for sustainable operation.

Thus

far an area of 26 hectares in Yonglin Organic Farm has been
completed with soil preparation and plantation. Flood-stricken victims
and residents of Da Ai and Xiaolin villages are employed in the farm with
priority, and a total of 114 people are currently in employment.
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A mega enterprise in Taiwan –Foxconn, built Yonglin organic
farm and set up a role model for corporate social responsibility
in Morakot reconstruction.
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Sunlight Xiaolin Community

The Layout of Sunlight Xiaolin community

On August 9, 2009, an avalanche occurred at 6AM on Xiandu Mountain.
In the blink of an eye, Neighborhoods 9 through 19 of Xiaolin Village
suffered 407 dead or missing, making this the worst hit settlement out of
the 699 dead or missing caused by Typhoon Morakot.
Among those suvivors and descendants of Xiaolin Village, 66 households
were Settled at DaiAi Community Xiaolin Area on Feburary, 2010, 90
households chosed resided at Wulipu Permanent housing site near to their
original village on December, 2011, and the other 120 households settled
at Sunlight Xiaolin Permanent housing site. After all, reconstruction of
total 276 households were completed within 2 and a half year after
Typhoon Morakot.
The Sunlight Xiaolin permanent housing site built by Red Cross R.O.C.
covers 5.8 ha and construction commenced in January , 2011, and
complete construction in January 2012. The site neighbors the Yonglin
Organic Farm and will be based around the "Xiaolin branded cultural &
creativity industry". This is distinct from the "Root of Siraya-Pingpu
Culture" chosen for Wulipu Site in order to lay the foundations for
multicultural development at Xiaolin Village in the future. Apart from
creating living and employment opportunities for the villages, it will also
10

provide the general public with spiritual and cultural recreational activity
services.

Xiaolin Village Covered by
landslide in Typhoon Morakot

Original Xiaolin Village

Sunlight Xiaolin Community

Newborns in Xiaolin Village
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Wulipu Xiaolin Community and
Pingpu Cultural Area

Pingpu Cultural Area

The Layout of Wulipu Xiaolin community

The Wulipu Xiaolin permanent housing site in Xiaolin District ,built by
Red Cross R.O.C., covers 5.8 ha and house 90 households from previous
Xiaolin Village in Kaohsiung County. Construction commenced on
March 16, 2010 and was completed on January 15, 2011. The site is
located just 3 km from Xiaolin Village's original site at Neighborhood
9-19. The basic layout of the site sought to integrate environmental
protection and energy- saving concepts with Pingpu cultural elements.

In

addition to using green building techniques such as energy-saving,
natural lighting, natural ventilation and water-permeable paving, the
villagers' spiritual centers such as the Beiji Temple and Pingpu meeting
house were also incorporated into the design as well. The Dharma Drum
Foundation also donated an activity center for the community.
The Pingpu Cultural area was also built by Red Cross R.O.C. on the site
for Pingpu cultural heritage displays.
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Xiaolin Village Memorial Par k
The Xiaolin Village Memorial Park was inaugurated in Kaohsiung City
Jan. 15,2012, in commemoration of the 407 Xiaolin villagers who died in
a mudslide caused by Typhoon Morakot in 2009.
Situated south of the original Xiaolin Village, the memorial park
measures 1.7 hectares and includes an ancestral hall, a bridge, a memorial
square, a 9-meter high monument, and a platform overlooking the village.
In the park stands a monument with an inscription by ROC President
Ma Ying-jeou reading, “After the storm, let us embrace sunlight.These
words are an encouragement to the villagers to stand up firm and remain
persistent and persevering as they move toward a brighter future.
In addition, 181 Formosan cherry saplings were planted in the park, with
each tree representing a deceased family. It is hoped that when the season
of the cherry blossom comes, the flowers can take away the villagers’
pain and bring hope and strength to them.
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Wulipu Xiaolin
Community and
Pingpu tribe
cultural area

Xiaolin Memorial Park built near original Xiaolin Village
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Rinari Community

The Layout of Rinari Community

Rinari

permanent housing site in Maja farm covers an area of 27.8
hectares, and is situated in Ailiao section, Neipu township in Pingtung
County. The land originally belonged to the Taiwan Sugar Corporation,
and World Vision Taiwan helped build 483 units of 1,152 square feet
permanent housing on the land, with the government and World Vision
Taiwan share expenditures resulted from the public facilities in the site.
The construction project commenced on 18 March, 2010, and the
ceremony to celebrate moving in by the residents was held on 25
December in the same year.

Rinari permanent housing base aims to settle 336 flood-stricken families
from Rukai tribe of Haocha Village in Wutai Township, Paiwan tribe
from Dashe Village in Sandimen Township, and also Paiwan tribe from
Maja Village in Maja Township. In order to maintain the integral
organization of the indigenous society and the legacies of their cultures
and lifestyle, and to avoid division between tribes, NGO-Built Permanent
Housing Scheme on Post-Morakot Collective Village Relocation for
15

Indigenous Tribes was drawn up to help settle down an additional number
of 147 families that met the standards stipulated in the Scheme on either
long-term lease or short rent. The name “Rinari” was jointly decided
by all residents.

In order to represent the vivid indigenous cultures, history and diversified
life experiences, a number of facilities are built, including: image design
of the tribe entrance and the “story wall”, three comprehensive activity
centers, children recreation rooms, leisure square, a sports court, youth
club, tribal reconstruction pavilion, and sales shop. Three tribes are
guided to develop business with local features, for example the djulis
industry was promoted by the Maja Township Administration. 3
hectares of sporadic arable land surrounding Rinari is planned as farming
area for tribal residents, and 9 churches were also constructed on the land
provided by the government and financed by the communion, to fulfill
residents’ physical, mind and spiritual needs. Rinari was designed to be
a sustainable homeland with the goals of cultural heritage preservation,
environmental protection, and calamities precaution or reduction.
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1. A home in Rinari
2. The huge rock with motif
symbolizes the new life of 3
tribes start in Rinari
3. Evergreen Baihe Elementary
School design concept
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Dragonfly Beads Ar t Studio
Glazed Beads were telling from an ancient legend of Paiwan when they
was at the time of stories and legends. The Paiwan people are renowned
for their traditional glass beads, which form symbolic patterns and signify
aristocratic status within the tribe’s social system. The beads are also used
for rites of passage such as marriages, and are passed down as cherished
family heirlooms.
Dragonfly Beads Art Studio is
located at green mountains in
Sandimen, Pingdong it was
established in 1983. For more
than 20 years, it composes 32
staffed originated indigenous
women.
The founder of Dragonfly Beads Art Studio, Shi Xiu-Ju, won
women’s entrepreneurship awards at the first-ever APEC Women and the
Economy Summit September 16, 2011 in San Francisco . She was
recognized for her contributions to increasing women’s economic
participation and raising their status.
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Changzhi Baihe Community

The Layout of Changzhi Baihe community

Changzhi Baihe Permanent Housing site located in Changzhi Township,
Pingtung County. Construction for Phase 1 of the 30 hectares site was
pledged by the Tzu-Chi Foundation and 164 units of permanent housing
were completed in August 6, 2010. Construction for Phase 2 commenced
on April , 2011. An additional 106 units have been pledged by the Taiwan
Red Cross Society and the Taiwan Presbyterian Church, and the residents
move in the phase 2 permanent housing in March, 2012. The occupants of
Chanzhi Baihe community are Rukai tribe who came from Ali, Jilu,
Guchuan and Jiamu tribes of Wutai Township and Paiwan tribe who came
from Dalai, Dewen of Sandimen Township that damaged severely by
Typhoon Morakot.

Just

1 km to the northwest is the Fanhua Village Night Market of
Changzhi Township while the Longquan Market is 3.5 km to the
southeast so there is relatively convenient access to amenities.

Planned

for the site is a town hall, elementary school, health clinic,
multi-purpose meeting center and production & marketing center. 12 sites
have also been set aside for church use.
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Phase 1 Permanent housing

The Completion of ChangZhi Baihe Community

Phase 2 Permanent housing

The residents of Changzhi Baihe Community decorate their
homes with traditionally cultural elements
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Wulaluzi Community

Hydraulic Facility
Taiwu Elementary
School

Church

Industrial marketing
center

Public park

The Layout of Wulaluzi community

The

Wulaluzi permanent Housing community is located in Wanluan
Township, Pingtung County. It occupies a plot of 10 hectares. The land
originally belonged to the Taiwan Sugar Corporation before it was
expropriated by the government and turned over to the Red Cross R.O.C.
for construction of 197 permanent housing units. The plot faces Dawu
Mountain, and is where the Paiwan tribe from Taiwu Township are being
settled. The Executive Yuan's Council of Indigenous Peoples provided
funding subsidization for the site's fundamental public infrastructure,
while the Ministry of Interior's Construction and Planning Agency was
responsible for construction implementation. The village residents held a
discussion and decided to name the community “Wulaluzi”.

Planned facilities include an activity center, a coffee industry center for
promoting fine coffee planted in Taiwu , and exhibition space for Taiwu's
Paiwan traditional culture.

The

construction of Taiwu Elementary School in Wulaluzi community
completed in Aug. 2011. Taiwu Elementary School is famous for its folk
choir singing traditional songswith Paiwan native language, and the choir
was invited to perform in US, France, Japan and many other countries.
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Annual Harvest Festival
held in new community

Children play in the new
community”Wulaluzi”, learn in
new Taiwu elementary school.
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The Indigenous Tribes in Taiwan

The total population of Indigenous People in Taiwan is around
499,500 (approximately 2 percent of Taiwan's population),and 14
tribes have been recognized so far.
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Rukai Tribe
The Rukai tribe’s population is about
11,600. They live around Maulin
Township of Kaohsiung County, Wutai
Township of Pingtung County and
Donghsing Township of Taitung County.
The traditional social structure is divided
into two hierarchy systems – the nobles and the commoners. The nobles
have privileges conferred by the blood-line superiority as found in the
Rukai mythology. They also have the ownership of lands, and other
economic privileges. Common people can elevate their social status by
the way of developing individual leadership, increasing harvest
production, and also through marriage. Family property inheritance is by
the eldest son.

Paiwan Tribe
Paiwan tribe is scattered on both sides of
the southern Central Mountain Range from north to Dawu Mountain, south to
Hengchun, west to Fangliao, and east to
Taimali of Taitung County.They are close to 86,000 in population. The
chief of the noble class in each tribe is at the same time the leader in
politics, military, and even in religion. Each clan is an independent and
autonomous unit. As Paiwan tribe has a large population and the
family-blood relationship is spread widely, the alliance between close
relatives is common among the noble families. In some areas, a few noble
chiefs rule over a big clan combined with the alliance of several
communities. Colorful glazed beads, iron utensils, and silver jewelry are
highly valued. The hundred-pace snake and the human-head designs on
pottery urns, pots, and roof beams symbolize the superior status of the
noble family.
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